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Summary 

 

In seismic industry, borehole seismic exploration 

plays a crucial role in determining rock properties to 

seismic imaging. VSP technique has the advantage of 

listening and measuring the formation velocities at 

seismic scales in the vicinity of the formations when 

compared to surface seismic measurements. 

 

Seismic P-wave velocities and time / velocity – depth 

curves merit attention for their use in several 

geophysical applications. Time-Depth curve is 

needed for sonic log calibration and well-ties with 

surface seismic data. The velocities obtained from 

VSP data are very useful during interpretation of 

seismic data. 

 

The recent popularity of Python, another high level 

programming language that is free and reliable, has 

many features to handle numerical problems and has 

high quality graphics. It is increasingly being used to 

develop seismic data processing software. 

 

In the present study, the authors have attempted to 

generate a Time-Depth curve, Average, RMS and 

Interval velocities associated with the bore-well using 

Python for the VSP data recorded in a well in KG-PG 

Basin.   

 

 Introduction 

 

Python is an object oriented programming language 

developed by Guido Van Rossum in 1989.  It is 

ideally designed for rapid prototyping of complex 

applications.  It has interfaces to many OS system 

calls and libraries and is extensible to other languages 

like C/C++, JAVA.  Being a very robust and simple 

language, python is widely used in artificial 

intelligence, natural language generation, neural 

networks or in any other advanced fields of computer 

science. Traditional system languages such as C/C++, 

Ada and JAVA were evolved to solve algorithms that 

require large scale processing where the primary 

emphasis is on structural discipline.  The recent rise 

in popularity of scripting languages such as python 

suggest an alternate approach.  The simple and small 

codes provided by python are a great laboratory for a 

neophyte programmer. 

 

Most positive aspect of python is that it comes with 

huge library support like Pandas, Matplotlib, numpy, 

Scipy etc. which becomes really handy when we start 

coding.  Top of it is the huge community support one 

get from the developers sitting across the world. One 

of the major advantages of Python is its ability to be 

installed on a server so that the application can be 

accessed remotely (Suryanto and Irnaka, 2016). An 

application called seismic-Py, developed by 

Schwehr(2008) provides an infrastructure for creating 

and managing a Python library for each seismic 

format. Rizvandi(2011) et al. detailed the 

performance of an implementation of the Prestack 

Kirchhoff Time Migration in Python. With these 

developments in mind the authors felt the necessity 

for reliable and free software for VSP data processing 

for the industry as well as academia.  

   

     Seismic P-wave velocities and velocity-depth 

profiles are needed in many geophysical applications, 

e.g. for seismic data processing, time-depth 

conversion, direct measurement of velocities even 

though they are sparse and limited to bore hole 

locations. 

 

     As well known that the most important and basic 

information that is obtained from the VSP is the time 

to depth relationship.  This information is acquired by 

picking the first breaking energy of the zero offset 

survey.  The time-depth curve may be used in sonic 

log calibration or in stretching surface seismic data 

into depth. From the time-depth picks interval 

velocities can also be extracted.  
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Theory/ Method 
 

As an initial approach and to get acquainted with 

python in geophysics, first an algorithm was written 

to read the segy traces. The below code generates 

amplitude values for each time sample.  

 

 

Once amplitude values for each time samples were 

generated, next approach was for finding the time of 

first energy outbreak.  

 

For first break picking, we took help of open source 

software available in GitHub called AIpycker.  Using 

this software, first break picks were generated. 

As these pick values are usually in text format in 

AIpycker, they were copied into Excel sheet.     

 

 
 

Figure 1: First break picking  

 

In another excel sheet, shot hole depth information 

for respective depths were included. By using python 

codes, these two excel sheets were linked with the 

coordinate information of each shot point available in 

observer’s sheet that comes from field. This entire 

exercise was done to avoid any type of time shifts 

that comes in the data due to variation in shot depth 

values or due to variation in offset positions of each 

shot point from well head. Most of the time,  shots 

are taken at various nearby positions so when we 

approximate offset distance to a single value and 

assign them commonly to all shot points, it brings 

time shifts in the data.   
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To generate interval velocity and time–depth 

relationship, an algorithm was written and 

successfully executed which is given below. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The velocity list generated is given below: 

 

 
Figure 2: Velocity listing  

 

The time value for each associated depth is shown in 

Fig3. Various velocity curves generated is given in 

Fig4. 

 

 
Figure 3: Time-Depth curve 
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Figure 4: Velocity curves 

 

A comparison was made with the interval velocity 

generated from available software and the one 

generated by us. 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of Velocities 

 

Conclusion 

 

Time-Depth curve and Velocity information are the 

main outputs in any VSP survey. Albeit many 

software suits are available for VSP data processing 

in the industry, a special need exists to use Python for 

various reasons explained in the foregoing pages. An 

attempt has been made to generate T-D curve and 

velocity information using Python and the outputs are 

compared with that of existing software. It is found 

that the results are perfectly comparable. The way 

forward is to continue the work till a complete suite 

for VSP data processing is written in Python. 
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